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Introduction to the Issue on Interdiffused
Quantum-Well Materials and Devices

T HIS ISSUE of IEEE JOURNAL OF SELECTED TOPICS IN

QUANTUM ELECTRONICSunderscores the latest trends of
developments in the fabrication of photonic integrated circuits
(PIC’s), which can be an attractive means to fully utilize
the enormous bandwidth potential of optical communications.
Beyond all doubt, a practical technique for integrating both
active and passive photonic devices, such as tunable lasers,
modulators, and photodetectors, will produce revolutionary
breakthroughs in areas of information processing, distribution,
and manipulation. However, for some time now, the realization
of such a Utopian vision has been hampered by the magnitude
of the technological challenges involved. Substantial efforts
on the part of a considerable number of research groups
worldwide, in response to skyrocketing demand for multiple-
wavelength optical networks driven by the exponential growth
of the Internet, and, in particular, the World Wide Web, have
not produced expected results.

Practical PIC’s mandate low manufacturing cost and high
reliability, that is, low operating cost, even at the expense of a
somewhat reduced performance. The realization of such a fab-
rication scheme must establish the most fundamental condition
for integrating optoelectronic devices of differing function-
alities monolithically, which is material bandgap/wavelength
compatibility among various optoelectronic devices. The mere
existence of a number of techniques which meets this require-
ment by no means implies that a complete solution has been
found, as these techniques all have their own strengths and
limitations.

The simple and practical technique highlighted in this
volume not only provides an elegant solution for monolith-
ically integrating optoelectronic devices, but can also serve
to enhance some devices’ performance. To be more specific,
the technique makes use of spatially selective modification of
quantum-well (QW) shapes after standard epitaxial growth,
which in turn modifies the QW bandgap energy. Also referred
to as quantum-well mixing or intermixing (QWI), an inter-
diffused or diffused quantum well (DFQW) is a nonsquare
QW produced by the interdiffusion of constituent atoms across
the well-barrier heterointerface. Ion-implantation-induced QW
composition disordering (IID) and impurity-free vacancy dis-
ordering (IFVD) are but a few examples of the selective
techniques available. In fact, as demonstrated by the pi-
oneering work of Thorntonet al., who integrated a gain
region, an interconnecting waveguide and an electroabsorption
modulator, there is no longer any dispute that QWI can be used
to fabricate moderately complex PIC’s.

Having no deleterious effects on the optical, the electrical,
or the lifetime properties of optoelectronic devices, bandgap
modification is a simple yet powerful technique which
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possesses certain surprising advantages, particularly in the
reduction of polarization sensitivity of some devices and
in the enhancement of reflectance changes. Its straight-
forward implementation makes it possible to simplify the
fabrication of many complex PIC’s, thereby rendering
them practical enough for commercial utilization. Using
this technology, the bandgap and optical properties of QW
materials [(Al)GaInP–GaAs, AlGaAs–GaAs, InGaAs–GaAs,
InGa(Al)As–InP, and InGaAs(P)–InP] can be modified
through interdiffusion (intermixing), and the tuning ability
of these properties can be exploited in such integrated device
structures as waveguide detectors and laser-modulators. It is
then possible to fabricate a multisection integrated structure for
wide bandwidth and multiwavelength applications, of which
the use of wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) in high
bit-rate optical communication systems is a case in point.

Indeed, recent months have witnessed much progress in
QWI technology. A number of new techniques have been
developed to selectively enhance QW intermixing, namely
anodic-oxide-induced intermixing, laser-assisted disordering
and proton irradiation. As for elucidating diffusion mecha-
nisms, computer simulations of double crystal X-ray diffrac-
tion (DCXRD) curves for annealed multiple QW structures
have proven useful. In addition, much effort has been put into
expanding device applications. For instance, the incorporation
of waveguides into vertical cavity devices is a relatively novel
concept.

The state of the art of this highly interesting and often
compelling technology has been outlined in the topics covered
by the invited papers in this issue. To begin, Holonyak, Jr.
traces the entire course of development of impurity-induced
layer disordering of QW heterostructures. The dependence
of atomic diffusion in GaAs upon experimental design is
then explored by Cohen, followed by the work of Jagadish’s
group on anodic-oxide induced intemixing in GaAs–AlGaAs
QW’s and quantum-wire structures. Apart from this, the work
of Coldren’s group on interdiffused QW’s for lateral carrier
confinement in VCSEL’s provides some very good insights
concerning the use of QWI. Issues related to the production of
semiconductor lasers using diffused QW structures are dealt
with by Yu and Li. More specifically, the topic of monolithic
optoelectronic device integration has been touched upon by
three different groups of researchers. Forchel and Reithmaier
advocate the use of focused ion beam implantation induced
thermal QWI; Charbonneauet al.discuss the viability of using
ion implantation; and Marsh’s group examines the pros and
cons of the universal damage enhanced QWI technique.

All things considered, QWI has provided a very entic-
ing vision for the future of optoelectronics. Not only have
advances in its development improved the performance, the
reliability and the integration of existing optical components,
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but they have also led to the development of novel optical
functions. Undoubtedly, this has strong implications for the
realization of a tunable and high-performance device, such as
laser, electrooptic modulator, vertical-cavity waveguide and
their monolithic integration in building PIC’s.

We would like to take this opportunity to express our
genuine appreciation for all the reviewers involved, without
whose wholehearted efforts this issue could not have been
brought to fruition. As a general rule, the IEEE JSTQE has
a single deadline for all papers, which means that papers not
reviewed in a timely manner will not be published. In addition,
apologies must also be given to authors whose papers were
not able to meet the deadline. We would also like to thank
Ms. F. Jetko, the Publications Administrator of the LEOS
Editorial Office, for her enthusiastic help in coordinating
overall publication issues.
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